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Introduction to 1Z0-881 Exam on Oracle 

Solaris 10 Security Administrator Certified 

Expert Exam 
You can use this exam guide to collect all the information about Oracle Solaris 10 Security 

Administrator Certified Expert Exam (1Z0-881) certification. The Oracle 1Z0-881 

certification is mainly targeted to those candidates who has some experience or exposure 

of Solaris 10 Administration and want to flourish their career with Oracle Certified Expert 

Oracle Solaris 10 Security Administrator (OCE) credential. The Oracle Solaris 10 Security 

Administrator Certified Expert certification exam validates your understanding of the 

Solaris 10 Administration technology and sets the stage for your future progression. Your 

preparation plan for Oracle 1Z0-881 Certification exam should include hands-on practice 

or on-the-job experience performing the tasks described in following Certification Exam 

Topics table. 

Oracle 1Z0-881 Certification Details: 

Exam Name Oracle Solaris 10 Security Administrator Certified Expert Exam 

Exam Code 1Z0-881 

Exam Product Version Solaris 10 Administration 

Exam Price 
USD $245 (Pricing may vary by country or by localized 

currency) 

Duration 90 minutes 

Number of Questions 59 

Passing Score 49% 

Validated Against This exam has been validated against OS 10. 

Format Multiple Choice 

Recommended Training Configuring Security on the Solaris 10 OS 

Schedule Exam Pearson VUE - Oracle 

Recommended Practice 1Z0-881 Online Practice Exam 

 

  

http://education.oracle.com/pls/web_prod-plq-dad/db_pages.getCourseDesc?dc=D61816
http://www.pearsonvue.com/oracle/exams/
http://www.oraclestudy.com/1z0-881-oracle-solaris-10-security-administrator-certified-expert-exam
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Oracle 1Z0-881 Exam Syllabus: 

Section 1: General 
Security Principles and 

Features 

- Describe basic security principles including the need for a 

security policy, process, education and the need to audit, patch 
and securely configure systems. 
- Describe the purpose, features, and functions of the Solaris 

10 security features as they relate to: 

 Device Policy 

 Kerberos enabled applications, LDAP and Inter 

operability enhancements 

 Process Rights Management 

 Solaris Containers 

 User Rights Management 

- Describe the purpose, features, and functions of the Solaris 
10 security features as they relate to: 

 Password Strength, Syntax Checking, History and Aging 
Improvements 

 Basic Audit and Report Tool for File Integrity 

 IPfilter Stateful Packet Filtering Firewall 

 Solaris Secure Shell 

 IPsec/IKE Performance Enhancements 

- Describe the purpose, features, and functions of the Solaris 
10 security features as they relate to: 

 Solaris Auditing 

 Trusted Extensions 

 PAM Improvements 

 Encryption and Message Digest Functions Built into the 
Solaris OS 

Section 2: Installing 
Systems Securely 

- Describe minimization including minimal installation, software 
installation clusters, loose versus strict minimization, and 

providing consistent, known configuration for installations. 
- Manage patches including describing the Update Manager, 
describing signed patches, verifying signatures, and specifying 

a Web Proxy. 
- Perform hardening including implementing the Solaris 
Security Toolkit (SST). 
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Section 3: Principles of 
Least Privilege 

- Implement Process Rights Management including describing 
PRM, process privileges, determining rights required 
by process, profiling privileges used by processes, and 

assigning minimum rights to a process. 
- Implement User Rights Management including using Access 
Control, using RBAC, and implementing password strength, 

syntax checking, and history and aging improvements. 

Section 
4: Cryptographic 

Features 

- Utilize the Solaris Cryptographic framework including 
describing the Solaris Cryptographic Framework, using the 

basic administration tools for Solaris, using the SCF User-Level 
Commands, describing Framework Management, and using 
Solaris Cryptographic Framework with a Web server, with a 

Java-based application and with a Sun Crypto Accelerator. 
- Manage file system security, including using signed ELF 
objects, implementing BART for file integrity, and using the 

Solaris Fingerprint Database. 

Section 5: Application 
and Network Security 

- Use the Service Management Facility (SMF) including 

describing using the SMF, describing the concept of Least 
Privilege and SMF, describing Authorizations, describing Limit 
Service Privileges, determining a current service's privileges 

and configuring a service to reduce privileges. 
- Secure networks including using Access Control, using TCP 
Wrappers, implementing the IPfitler Stateful Packet Filtering 

Firewall, describing Kerberos, implementing Solaris Secure 
Shell (SSH), and describing NFSv4. 
- Implement IPsec including describing IPsec, configuration 

IPsec, configuring IKE, and troubleshooting IPsec 
configurations. 
- Describe, implement, configure and troubleshoot Kerberos 

configurations, including Kerberos clients, KDCs, and 
Kerberized services such as Secure Shell and NFSv4. 

Section 6: Auditing and 

Zone Security 

- Perform auditing and logging including describing Solaris 

Audit, configuring audit policy, implementing Solaris audit, 
configuring for Zones, reviewing audit logs, learning from audit 
trails, and using tamper proof logging. 

- Implement security in Solaris Zones including describing 
security characteristics, identifying differences from previous 
subjects, describe the Global Zones, identifying when and how 

to use Zones, describing resource management, identifying 
Zones and network security, and using patching Zones. 
- Describe how Security Components work together, how 

technologies interact, and identify infrastructure requirements. 
- Manage resources including describing resource controls and 
resource exhaustion attack prevention. 
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1Z0-881 Sample Questions: 
01. You want to know when, by whom, and how privileges are used on one of 
your systems. How can you get that information? 

  

a) by enabling Solaris Auditing 

b) by using the ppriv command 

c) by creating the file /etc/priv_debug 

d) by adding an audit.debug entry in /etc/syslog.conf 
  

02. You have been asked to implement defense in depth for network access to 
a system, where a web server will be running on an Internet-facing network 
interface. Which is NOT contributing to the defense in depth? 

  

a) running the web server in a zone 

b) using svcadm to disable unused services 

c) using IP Filter to limit which network ports can be accessed from the Internet 
d) using VLANs on a single network interface instead of using multiple network interfaces 

e) using TCP wrappers to limit from which system SSH be used to connect to the system 

  

03. Your company is running a DNS test server on the internal network. Access 
to this server must be blocked by using IP Filter. The administrator prefers that 

this access control is not obvious to someone trying to contact the server from 
the outside. Which rule implements the access control but hides the use of IP 
Filter to the outside? 

  

a) pass in quick on eri0 from 192.168.0.0/24 to any 

b) block in quick proto udp from any to any port = 53 

c) pass out quick on eri0 proto icmp from 192.168.1.2 to any keep state 

d) block return-icmp(port-unr) in proto udp from any to 192.168.1.2 port = 53  
  

04. A cryptographically signed patch provides system administrators 

with assurance that the patch possesses certain qualities. Which two qualities 
are assured when a patch signature is verified? (Choose two.) 

  

a) The patch has a verified origin. 
b) The patch has NOT been modified since it was signed. 
c) The patch was created by a Sun Certified Systems Engineer. 

d) The contents of the patch have NOT been revealed to anyone who does NOT have a 
Sun service plan. 
  

  

05. A security administrator is required to periodically validate binaries against 
the Solaris Fingerprint Database. While attempting to capture MD5 file 

signatures for key Solaris OS files, the security administrator encounters the 
following error:  
digest: no cryptographic provider was found for this algorithm -- md5 

What command should the administrator use to help determine the cause of the 
problem? 

  

a) crypt 
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b) digest 
c) kcfadm 

d) openssl 

e) cryptoadm 

  

06. A system is configured to automatically lock accounts after a number of 

failed login attempts. This was done by enabling the feature globally 
(LOCK_AFTER_RETRIES=YES) without any further changes. Is the root user 
also affected by the account locking? 

  

a) By default, root is excluded from automatic account locking. 
b) root can always log in on the console, whether it is locked or not. 

c) The framework ensures that root can never be automatically locked. 
d) The /etc/shadow entry for the root user has the value -1 for failed login attempts, 
which causes this account to never be locked. 
  

07. An NFSv4 client has a user jupiter from domain example.com. The NFS 
server is in the ficticious.com domain and knows the user as jupiter as well. 

How would the server treat requests made by the client? 

  

a) The server accepts the requests by the client as jupiter. 

b) The server rejects a subset of the requests made by the client. 
c) The server would reject all remote procedure call (RPC) requests. 
d) The server would map the user to nobody and accepts its requests. 
  

08. Given: 
jupiter:$md5,rounds=2006$2amXesSj5$$kCF48vfPsHDjlKNXeEw7V.:12210:::::: 

What is the characteristic of this /etc/shadow entry? 

  

a) User jupiter uses the md5 hash, with salt 2006$2amXesSj5$, and with the encrypted 

password $kCF48vfPsHDjlKNXeEw7V. 
b) User jupiter uses the 2a hash, with 2006 iterations of the hash, with salt 2amXesSj5, 
and with the encrypted password kCF48vfPsHDjlKNXeEw7V. 

c) User jupiter uses the md5 hash, with 2006 iterations of the hash, with salt 2amXesSj5, 
and with the encrypted password kCF48vfPsHDjlKNXeEw7V. 
d) User jupiter uses the md5 hash, with 2006 iterations of the hash, with no salt, and 

with the encrypted password $rQmXesSj5$$kCF48vfPsHDjlKNXeEw7V. 
  

09. The company you work for is leasing zones to customers to run their 

applications in. You want each customer to be able to run 
the zoneadm command to start their zone in case of accidental shutdown, and 
also zlogin so they can access the console of their zone. 

Which are three reasons why you should NOT create accounts for them in the 
global zone and grant them the Zone Management profile? 

(Choose three.) 

  

a) They will be able to reboot the global zone. 
b) They will be able to reboot other customers' zones. 

c) They will be able to log in to other customers' zones. 
d) They will be able to see processes in other customers' zones. 
e) They will be able to disable auditing in other customers' zones. 
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10. The Solaris 10 cryptographic framework provides user-level commands to 
encrypt files. A combination of commands is reported below:  

# tar cvf - /data | encrypt -a arcfour -k /tmp/key –o /tmp/backup 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

  

a) The key can NOT be a file. 
b) The backup will be an encrypted file. 
c) arcfour is NOT a valid encryption algorithm. 

d) The tar command invocation is NOT correct. 
e) The /data directory is backed up and encrypted. 

Answers to 1Z0-881 Exam Questions: 

QUESTION: 01 

Answer: a 

QUESTION: 02 

Answer: d 

QUESTION: 03 

Answer: d 

QUESTION: 04 

Answer: a, b 

QUESTION: 05 

Answer: e 

QUESTION: 06 

Answer: a 

QUESTION: 07 

Answer: d 

QUESTION: 08 

Answer: c 

QUESTION: 09 

Answer: b, c, d 

QUESTION: 10 

Answer: b, e 

 

Note: If you find any typo or data entry error in these sample questions, we request 
you to update us by commenting on this page or write an email on 
feedback@oraclestudy.com 

mailto:feedback@oraclestudy.com

